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Model-Based Engineering and Manufacturing CAD/CAM Benchmark 

The Benchmark Project was created fiom a desire to idenlify best pctices and improve the overall efficiency 
and performance of the Y-12 plant’s systems and personnel m n g  the manufacturing mission The mission 
of the benchmark team was to search out industry leaders in manufaawing and evaluate their engineering 
practices and processes to determine direction and focus for Y-12 modepnizaton efforts. The companies visited 
included several large established companies and a new, small, high-tech machining fkm As a result of this 
effort, changes are recommended that will enable Y-12 to become a more modem, responsive, costeffective 
manufacturing facility capable of supporting the needs of the Nuclear Weapons Complex (NWC) and Work For 
others into the 2 1 ~  century. 

The benchmark team identified key areas of interest, both focused and general. The focus arw included Human 
Resources, Information Management, Manufacturing Software Tools, and Standards/ Policies and practices. 
Areas of general interest included Inhstructure, Computer platforms and Networking, and Organizational 
Structure. The method for obtaining the desired information in these areas centered on the creation of a 
benchmark questionnaire. The questionnaire was used throughout each of the visits as the basis for information 
gathering. The questionnaire is found in Appendix A of this report. 

The results of this benchmark showed that all companies are moving in the direction of model-based 
engineering and manufacturing. There was evidence that many companies are trying to grasp how to manage 
current and legacy data. In tenns of engineering design software tools, the companies contacted were using both 
3-D solid modeling and surfaced wire-frame models. The manufacturing computer tools were varied, with most 
companies using more than one software product to generate machining data and none currently performing 
model-based manufacturing (MBM) ftom a common mcdel. The majority of companies were closer to 
identifying or using a single computer-aided design (CAD) system than a single computer-aided manufacturing 
(CAM) system. The Intmet was a technology that a l l  companies were considering to either transport 
information more easily throughout the corporation or as a conduit for business, as the small firm was doing 
successfully. 

Because FWEngineer is the de facto CAD standard for the NWC, the Bencbmark Team targeted companies 
using Paramelric Technology Corporation (FTC) software tools. Most of the companies used FWEngineer for 
design to some degree, but found the PTC CAM product, PrdMarnrfaCtue lacking as compared to alternate 
CAM solutions. 

All of the companies visited found the data exchange between CAD/CAM systems problematic. It was apparent 
that these companies were trying to consolidate their software tools to reduce translation but had not been able 
to do so because no single solution had all the needed capabilities. 

In regard to organizational structure and human resoukes, two companies were found to be using product or 
program teams. These teams consisted of the technical staff capable of completing the entire task and were 
xmWained throughout the project. This same strategy was evident at another of the companies but with more 
mobility of members. For all companies visited except the small firm, work structure breakdown and 
responsibility were essentially the same as Y-12’s at this time. The functions of numetical control (NC), design, 
and process planning were separate and distinct. 
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As a company, Lockheed Martin Energy Systems, Inc. (LMES) is aware of technology trends and is leading 
similar companies visited, but lags the small and medium sized new companies. Immediate improvement could 
be made in business m&&, particularly in process planning and legacy data management. There were several 
areas of potential improvement that should be implemented on a pilot basis to veflfy benefits justQing a wider 
implementation. 

The team made numerous recommendations that are detailed in the report. In response to specific concerns the 
team concluded the following. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Low cost, PC-based CAD/CAM system could perform a portion of LMES work, but do not address the 
complex work that defines Y-12’s uniqueness. 

Engineers can perform machining and inspection programming, but specialized group is still needed for 
complex jobs. 

A common CAD/CAM system is a desired direction, but a separate CAM only system may offer the best 
solution at present. 

Maintenance of Y-12 legacy CAD/CAM systems is costly and the business practices requjring them should 
be examined with the goal of phasing them out. 

Electronic Information management and distribution are important elements of the manufamxing 
environment. 
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The Model-Based Engineering and Manufacturing CAD/CAM Benchmark Project was initiated and funded by 
the Advanced Design and production Technologies (ADaPT) Initiative. One of the ADaW goals is to identify 
and demonstrate new manufacturing systems employing new advanced technologies in the NWC. The Y-12 
Plant is moving in the direction of a smaller, more flexible manufacturing facility, A key to accomplishing a 
more productive and cost effective manufacturing facility is new technologies, new processes, and the methods 
by which these technologies and processes are applied. 

The benchmark effort began with the development of areas of interest. The areas identified as important to Y-12 
modernization were the following: 

0 information technology, 

organizationstructure, 

0 human resources, 

manufacturing software tools, 

standarddbusiness polices and practices, 

0 manufacturing infrastructure, and 

computer platforms and networking. 

Although a broad number of topics were identified, certain ones were determined to be more important to the 
overall success of the effort. Those areas identilied as focus areas included information technology, 
manufacturing software tools, human resources, and standards policies and practices. 

The development of a questionnaire and the list of potential benchmark companies was accomplished keeping 
in mind the Team mission and the objectives. 

This questionnaire was used during the site visits. It can be found in Appendix A. It was used as a fkamework to 
record the raw data for documentation and later analysis. 
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The Benchmark Team consisted of members from a cross-section off manufacturing engineering organizations. 
The goal was to have participation and buy-in fiom as many organizations as possible. Each member was to 
represent their respective organizational interests and feedback data itom the benchmark activities. The Team 
members are listed below. 

Scott Underwood, Chair 

Donna Bennett, Chair 

Jeff Bohanan* 

Daryl Boya 

Teny Domm 

Carolyn Fogelman 

Dean Shipley 

Technical Serviced Manufacturing Engineering 

Technical S e n i d  Manufacturing Engineering 

Technical Serviced Gencxal Manufacturing 

Defense Programs/ Program Management 

Technical Serviced Computer-Aided Engineering 

Technical Serviced Manilfacaning Engineering 

Technical Semiced Design Engineexing 

No longer with the company. 

The mission developed by the team revolved around the need for nmdemm0 'on and revitabation of the Y-12 
manufacturing capabilities. The mission statement evolved &om the Objective 3 of the Y- 12 Strategic Plan, 
which states, '' Create a revolution in manufacturing to meet the next-generation needs of the Stockpile 
Stewardship Program." The mission defmed by the benchmark team was to search out ind~~t ry  leaders in 
manufacturing and evaluate the& manufacturing engineehing practim and processes to determine direction 
and focus for Y-12 modebnization efforts. 

There were four basic objectives defined for the effort: 

1. IdentQ the best practices and processes through be~nchmark evaluation of selected industry 
lacks. 

2. Analyze the best practices to determine compatibility with the business environment within the 
Y-12 Plant. 

3. Based on best practice analysis, generate recommendations and strateges for implementation 
within Y-12. 
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4. Develop strategiesfor changing the business environment [within Y-12 or the U.S. Department 

of Energy (DOE)] so that other best practices that can be incorporated. 

At each of the site visits, at least two members of the Benchmark Team consisting of representatives h m  
computer-aided engineering, manufacturing engineering, and general manufacturing participated At the visits, 
the team members talked to various company representatives and toured the facilities. During these 
discussions and tours, the questionnaire was used as a guide. After the site visit, the team members compared 
their notes and generated a visit report for use in generating the final report. Additioml data fiom several 
companies not visited wefe gathered by other means and included. Below are the observations and 
recommendations gleaned from the data gathered fiom the visits. 

I I Conclusions and Recommendations 

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 

0 bse rvat i ons 

rn 

rn 

Some companies p a t e  in a team structure, while others have separate design and NC programming 
functions with little apparent collaboration. 

Functional job structure was the norm for large, established companies similar to Y-12. 

The small, new, high-tech company, was the exception, where engineers performed estimation, design, NC, 
and process planning. Tight collaboration with customers in design was used by this firm. 

The medium-sized, high-tech company used a team approach to estimate, plan, and execute the job. A team 
was f m e d  for the pupme of estimating new work This team would then be responsible for the work if 
selected. In other words, those who capture the work, do the work 

Recommendation 

A team approach to manage and execute tasks should be employed at Y-12, where the team would include 
design, process planners, NC programmers, and otheqs as needed. This team would be involved with the job 
from estimation to execution. 
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An aging workforce was typical for the large companies visited Concerns were raised about back filling 
these slots with qualified staff. 

The small company was finding it difficult to fill needed staff positions, especially in the area of machinists. 
The company owner was taking active role in area community to generate interest in careers in this area. 
The company had instituted a co-op program with local schools and was working with the University of 
Central Florida to address training needs. 

Large and medium companies have dedicated NC groups of professional employees (mostly de@&) for 
production support of computer numerical control (CNC) machining and inspection, much like what exists 
at Y-12. Technical people who do both programming and machining were used for some prototyping 
applications. CAD/CAM software employed tended to be suitable for complexity of the work 

The small company used individual engineers to do design, NC programming, and follow the production. 
This environment used “easy-to-use” sohare  designed for casual users and customization of software to 
limit users’ choices to standard solutions. The customization was performed in close collaboration with the 
software vendor. 

None of the companies benchmarked used subcontract NC programmers. 

Training level in the use of CAD/CAM software varied, but oftein was viewed as inadequate and under- 
funded. It was considered a problem area. 

Pressure by FTC for extensive vendor training seems excessive, and the training is not always productive. 

Recommendations 

Training in critical functional areas needs to be planned and funded 

0 

Investigate restarting the Training and Technology (TAT) Program or a similar program. 
Work with area schools to develop interest and programs for craft skills. 
Expand or reinstate a co-op program for professional staff replenishment and back fill for retirement losses. 

Plan for transition of employees into slots being vacated as a result of retirement. That is, plan to hire new 
employees and move existing employees into slots formed by retirement. 

Standard practices should be encouraged in the area of manufacturing and design. 

A close relationship with vendors is critical to the success in the use of their product. It is recommended that 
LMES place a higher priority on customer relations and customer support for vendor evaluation. LMES should 
consider development of a list of preferred vendors for future purchases. 
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Observations 

Solid models often have defects caused by the methods used during modeling. Larga companies tended to 
have conventions in place to minimize such problems. The small company provided feedback to customers 
who supplied design models. 

Large companies certified software to a varying degree, but a formalized process similar to the LMES 
Series 80 did not appear to be in place. Vendor quality assurance (QA) was generally accepted for 
commercial, off-the-shelf (COTS) software, although some companies verified critical functionality. 

0 All companies were IS0 9O00 certified. The major business reason given was that it established credibility, 
especially in European markets. The small business needed ameditation to do work for some customers. 

Recommendation 

A key to Model-based Engineering and Manufacturing (MBEaM) is establishing design modeling conventions 
with an emphasis on downstream applications, such as manufaaurability. 

I INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

I Observations 

0 All companies had access to papa drawings. Those companies with legacy data generally maintained it in 
P a p  form. 

0 Companies stated that it was difficult to transition to a new CAD/CAM system. Solutions being examined 
to solve this problem focused.on translation of legacy data to a neutral format for archiving. 

0 When it made business sense, companies regenerated models in a new CAD/CAM system. 

0 The small company kept files in a format usable by current system. They did not have an in-house legacy 
data problem since they do not own the data and they have not changed CAD/CAM systems. 

The large companies had older product Data Management (PDM) systems, many of them developed in 
house. All were interested in current PDM systems, but were only in the early stages of system evaluation. 

' 

The team did not witness accessing or launching of applications across the World Wide Web (www>. All 
companies had interest in use of the Internet. The small company was using the Web for business and data 
transfer. One large company was performing design collaboration ac~oss the Web with dispersed sites 
across the globe. 

Standards being used by most companies included IGES, DXF, and DMIS. STEP was only being used by 
one company. 
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Most of the companies were doing some type of translation of CAD models into a CAMsystem. This 
translation was necessary in large companies because most were still using the legacy CAM tool for 
production while the CAD tool had changed. 

Paper is stizl largely used in the companies visited. The big push away from paper appeared to be in the area 
of workhtructions. 

Recommendations 

Consider placing legacy data in a standard format where it can be replieved eithex through later versions of 
similar software or into new system. Initiate a pilot project on a sellected CAD/CAM system (e.g., Anvil 4OOO). 
Explore options for conversion of Automatically Programmed Tools (APT) legacy programs to the new 
Houtzeel APTsystem 

Continue to migrate along the current path to a plant wide PDM system and explore options for standardization 
Develop applications to move in the direction of the Intranet being the backbone for information flow through 
the plant. Customize the PDM to provide a manufacturing engineering view for information management and 
launching applications. 

Investigate the perceived business practice of reuse of legacy models in the original CAD/CAM format for 
remanufacture of weapons components. 

MANUFACTURING SOFlWARE TOOLS 

0 bservations 

0 AU large companies benchmarked have made corporate decisions to move to F'TC software for design. 
They were satisfied with PTC for design and embraced the vision of a solid and feature-based , associative 
system. 

The medium company was moving toward CATIA for design anid manufacturing. 

0 The small company used Solidworks and Teksoft ProCAD for CAD and CAM respectively. PIC tools 
were viewed as too difiicult to use and too expensive. 

0 There tended to be a topdown coxprate decision to adopt a statdad CAD system 

Legacy software is stiU in existence and use at many of the facilities. 

AFT is part of the legacy of many companies and continues to be viewed as easy to madify. APT expertise 
is becoming difficult to find, and companies are not training new people to use it. 

A single software solution does not appear to be on the horizon at the companies visited. 

Migration of software tools over time is the norm to provide the best tools available. 0 
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The driving force for the small company in selection of s o h a r e  tools was price and ease of use. 

All companies viewed solid models as the base for design and for future manufacturing when complete 
CAM capabilities exist. 

Vendor support was viewed as a key component for success of software tools. IJTC was generally viewed 
as less than cooperative and not mtomer-oriented. 

The larger companies used the ICAM generalized post processor and developed their own posts internally 
with in-house staff. The small company used a vendor to write posts. NC knowledge and experience with 
the local environment is viewed as criteria for p t  development personnel. 

Several of the companies built intelligence into the post processors to .simplify the NC programming 
procesS. 

Most companies made information on the process available at the shop floor level. This was done through 
the distributed numerical control (DNC) system or shop floor control software. Evidence was found at all 
companies of the use of process planning/manufacturing resource planning (MRP) software. 

Most companies used simulation to ve1-8~ NC/inspection software programs. The software used for 
verification varied from more expensive Unix-based tools to peasonal computer (PC) products. 

Most companies viewed the PTC CAM system, Pro Manufacture, as inadequate or immature for their 
needs. There was Indication that companies were not satisfied with the progress made over the last several 
years. 

Most large companies use CamPost and the FTC suite of tools. The medium and the larger companies 
were continuing to use existing systems being replaced by PTC or others. 

Recommendations 

Give PTC a full evaluation and test in the manufacturing environment using the latest version and training. 
(ADaPT Nuclear Assembly Project) 

Evaluate low-cost, easy-to-use, CAM-centric systems designed for the casual user. Include feature recognition 
and the ability to capture strategies and processes. This evaluation should include a CAM tool not linked to 
same vendor CAD to emphasize translation capability. 

Establish a pilot project for post conversion using a vendor consultant. 

Provide a right-sized process and planning system (MRP) with a graded implementation strategy. Evaluate 
small platform COTS solution and the TEAM WIM software. 
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Advances in machining technology (high speed and new configurations, such as mill-turn machines) were 
in evidence at the newer small company. Mill-turn technology reduces setup time and setup changes and 
could reduce NC programming time. 

New modern controllers and adding PCs to older machines gave superior DNC performance and easy 
access to information on the floor. 

The small company emphasized vendor relationships and used one vendor almost exclusively. 

The small company was always looking at new systems and was quick to try them out in an effort to 
enhance its competitive edge. Larger companies also tried to keep abreast of new technology in machining 
by maintaining a prototype shop or a technology center. 

Medium and small companies are making investments in the latest machining technology. This included 
advanced PC-based machine controllers. 

No one is using or moving to BCL (basic control language) controllers. 

Recommendations 

Evaluate new advanced machining technology for Y-12 use. 

Evaluate the mechanism for equipment purchases. Look at doing cost study of buying new equipment vs 
retroEtting existing machines. Examine potential increased productivity and cost saving with purchase of new 
equipment. 

COMPUTER PLATFORMS AND NEIWORKING 

0 bservations 

AU companies were either using an NT-based PC environment CK moving in that direction. 

The small company was entirely PC-based using FT-based CAD/CAM tools. 

0 Larger companies were using data on the shop floor sent through networks to dumb terminals or NT ICs. 
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In summary, it appeared that the sun is setting on the formal benchmark era. Many companies were reluctant to 
participate in our effort and eventually turned down our reguest to participate. However, those companies that 
did participate were gracious and open with us. 

Overall, the benchmark accomplished its goals. Information was gathered that will be useful in planning for 
modernization. For the mosl part, Y-12’s direction was consistent with that of other similar large companies 
(existing infkastructure and legacy data), and Y- 12 is ahead of the pack in migration to new technology in most 
areas. The biggest challenges lie with trying to change Y-l2/NWC/DOE business practices to fully achieve our 
goals. 

Several perceptions were addressed as the practices of other companies were examined: 

1. Low-cost, PC-based, CAD/CAM system can replace current Y-12 production systems 
achieving cost savings and use by casual users. 

It is possible that these systems could address a portion of the work There is a definite trend 
toward PC solutions with easier to use interfaces. Since these systems will not address the 
complex work that defines Y-12’s uniqueness, they will not corrqle-lely replace the current 
systems and the professionals that use them. They do add mother system to support. The team 
noted a trend in migration to use of CAM-only small platform solutions at the companies 
visited. It appears feasible to pilot the use of these tmls for appropriate work 

2. Engineers can perform NC and inspection programming as a part of the design task 

The team did not End this concept in common use, except for the small high-tech company. 
The tools described in item 1 above are easier to use in routine applications and could be 
applied to some jobs. A specialized support group is still needed for complex jobs. 

3. MBE/M is best done with a c o m n  CAD/CAM system. 

This goal is good, but the team did not End MBEM in general use. This lack results from the 
fact that no CAD/CAM vendor was identifkd as best in class at both functions. The goal 
remains a desired direction, but, in the short term, a separate CAM system may be required. 
There are several CAM-only systems that appear to be gaining in popularity. These CAM- 
Centric systems must provide the capability to easily receive design models from many sources 
to be viable. 
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4. The Y-12 legacy CAD/CAM system should be phased out. 

The moratorium on testing of nuclear weapons has resulted in direction that remanufacture of 
components be accomplished using the original m=thods. This has resulted in the Y-12 
perception by some that the original NC programs and post processors must be used in 
manufacturing of these parts. The cost of mabtabhg all legacy CAD/CAM systems is large, 
and consideration should be given to remodeling in current systems h m  plot files or storage 
of legacy data in a neutral farmat, 

The team found consensus that AFT is easy to maw and many companies continue to use it, 
but are not training new people in its use. The primie value of APT is for reuse of old NC 
programs and reb3eval of original manufacturing niethods. It is expxted to become obsolete as 
existing users retire. 

5. Information management (PDM) is a key to competitiveness. 

The value of information management is much higher for companies that have a long term 
interest in its use, including those that support a prc&ct line over a long period of time or 
customize existing designs routinely to meet customer specifications. Job shops, on the other 
hand, do not need to maintain data aftex the job is complete. The technology is maturing so that 
vendor products offer increased functionality at reduced cost. Companies visited seemed to 
appreciate the need for and value of this technology, but were slow to move. Most large 
companies had existing home-grown systems, and one had a bad experience in an earlier 
attempt to migrate. 

Distribution of the information is important as well, Interest in electronic access to current 
manufactuting information at the shop floor was evident. Design/manufacturing collaboration 
between geographically separm sites was facilitated by Interne€-based softwme applications. 

LMES personnel are aware of technology trends and LMES is leading similar companies visited but lags behind 
the small and medium new companies. Immediate improvement could be made in business methods, 
particularly in process planning and legacy data management. There were several areas of potential 
improvement that should be implemented on a pilot basis to verify benefits that just@ a wider implementation 
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AppendixA 

Benchmark Questionnaire 
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Benchmark Questionnaire 

CompanyPrOme 

m companyname: 

companyaddrm: 

Dateofma: 

Tripperticipants: 
~~~ 

primary point(s) of contact at the company (indude phone and fax number): 

m Company's pimary product(s) andlor &ce(s): 

Company's pnmary customers: 

How is your Manufacauing organization shuwed? 
Matrk - 
Fundanal: - 
other: - 

m How are p c s s  planning and the work piccity tied in with the manufacturing group? 

How do you manage pojeds? Teams? Other? 

Who does y m  &ign and NC approval, and how are these fundons handled? 

Human R e ~ ~ u r c e s  

What size is your mufaduring cpation? 
- Small (0-300 e@oyees) 
_. Medium (300-1000 employees') 
- Large ( g r e a t e ~ 1 ~ e r r g l o y e e s )  

Whohas responsibility for generating CNC tapes? 

Do design engineas do CNC wcak? 
YES:- 
NO: 

YES:- 
NO: - 

Do machinists have mponibiIity for CNC pograms? 

If yes, are they limited to m a i n  types of work? 
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W How do you manage training to keep Maurent on new technologies? 

H Does the type machine they s u p  segregate your NC staft a do they sum all types? 
sege?gt& - 
Alltypes: - 

Do you use subcontradors f a  NC and design w k ?  
Do you subcontrad manufaduring? 

YES:- 
NO. - 

W What is your ratio of SuPpMt (compta system) personnel to your manufadwing stafp! 

Do you have in-house development for manufaduring software tools? 

W Do you have conventions for CAD modeling? 
YES:- 
N O  - 

What are your perfarmance measures for manufachuing engineering? 

Do you certify pomtdion software? 
YES:- 
N O  - 

If yes, do you Certify commercial off-the-self (COTS) software? 
YES:- 

. N O  - 
W Do you fdow a fonnal configuration control plan? 

YES:- 
N O  - 

W Are you IS0 9ooo certified? 
YES:- 
N O  - 

What types of internal QA do you have in place? 

W Do you paformrapid ptotyping of new p;oduds? 
YES:- 
N O  - 



m How is legacy data handled? 

What is the significance of yam legacy? 

Are ycu axrentiy using a PDM system? 
YES: .- NO: - 

If yes, what extent of data is managed by the PDM system? 

Do you use paper drawings? 
YES:- NO: - 

What f a m  is your design of record? 
Paper: - 
Eledronic - 
mer: 

How is the Web utilized for mmuhdurhg? 

D what collaborative engin-g tools do you have available and use? 
Video teleC0nferencing:YES -NO - 
Web-basedred lining: YES -NO - 

mer: 

D DQS your mmpany utilize prindples of m m e n t  engineering (eg., ink@ approach to design, mmufadurin& and podud support)? 

Can Manufacnuing make changes (e.& add edge breaks, move to split) to the design model? 

D In theutilization ofthe model in downstream pmcese~, is the model maintained in native fChmat or is it tmnslated toother fatmats (eg., STEP, IGES, 
sn, other)? 

Do p llse the same model for machining and inspedon a@katiom? 



H Do paper drawings accompany mcdels f a  use in develcping NC ~rograms for madining and inspebion? 

Do you incorporate all idcamation on the drawings intothe modd (e+, finish, dimensions, otha notes)? 

Do you employ model-based mmufaduring? 

plodel-based-manufacatring: Model-based engineerins/manufachlring is the use of advanced comptter-based mthods to sidate procluction in an 
integrated pmduct and process i n f d o n  environment. It is the application of da complter tools to design, analyze, opimke, assemble, and 
manufacture a produd in a virtual enviroment. In a tlxxe Limited definition, it canbe considexed as the use of a common complter modd of the 
jxcdct as the basis for downstream applications (analysis, verification, NC, etc), but we tend to view it in a much broadea se~~se.1 

Manufactming Software T d s  

what CAD system@) do you use? 

What CAM system@) do you use? 

Do you use simulation tools to verify tmlpaths? 
YES:- 
N O  - 

Who has access to the tools (machinist, pogammer, other)? 

Do you maintain an APT system? 
YES:- 
NO - 

If yes, do ycu funnet all ycur NC, ipluding CAM CPaplS through it before posting? 
YES: 
NO - 

Do you train NC staff in the use of APT? 
YES:- 
NO - 

DO you utilize knowledgebased system for rnanufacturng (Le., machining or inspeaion)? 
YES:- 
NO - 

Are yw currently or planntng to implement DMIS for inspedion tool programming? 
YES:- 
N O  - 

Do you do yair inspedion programming (e+, CMM , other ) on-line or off-line? 
on-line: - 
off-line: - 

a Do you use a process planning software tool? If so, how is it wed? 
YES:- 
N O  - 



Who does the process planning? 

Do you genemte ycur own post OT prchase? 
YES:- 
NO: - 

what generalized post do you use? 

whomaintainsyourpost? 

How are software I& seleded and justified? 

What is the degree of integration between CAD, CAM. and CAE? 

Do you use sufiware tods to validate models? 

Who gives the final approval fcr utilization of d e l ?  

Manu€- Infr-astrudure Issues 

How many NC machines do you have? 
0-2s: - 
5 1 0 0 :  - 
>loo: - 

what lot sizes do you typically run? 
0-10 

W What %pes of CNC equipment (eg., lathes, S-axis milling, etc.) do you primarily suppit? 
2-Axis lathes: - 
3-Axis lathes: - 
Wire EDM: - 
Multi-axismilling - 

D Do you support Basic Control Language (BCL) ccutrollers? 
YES:- 
NO: - 

&e you utilizing In-pmxss Verification with On-Mahe  Gauging (OMG)? 



YES:- 
N O  __ 

How do you handle machine scheduling? 

Do you use open architeare controllers? 
YES:- 
N O  - 

If you don’t currently, do you plan to in the future? 

Computer Platforms & Netmrhg 

What is your preferred computer platform? 
Personal complter: - 
Unix workstation: - 

other: 

Do you rn moss a network OT use a stand-alone system? 
Network: - 
Stand-alone sy&m: - 

D e s  data/infonnation flow to the shop floor eledronically (e.g., Web insm~ctions for operations)? 

m Do you use wireless conumnications on the shop f l m ?  
YES:- 
NO: - 

RfSutts 

Benefits tothe company (in temm of meassLlced improvements) of using d e l - b a s e d  manufacturing? 
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